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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

We are in the age of data. Recorded data is doubling in size every
two years, and by 2020 we will have captured as many digital bits as
there are stars in the universe, reaching a staggering 44 zettabytes, or
44 trillion gigabytes. Included in these figures is the business data
generated by enterprise applications as well as the human data gen‐
erated by social media sites like Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, and
YouTube.

Big Data: A Brief Primer
Gartner’s description of big data—which focuses on the “three Vs”:
volume, velocity, and variety—has become commonplace. Big data
has all of these characteristics. There’s a lot of it, it moves swiftly,
and it comes from a diverse range of sources.
A more pragmatic definition is this: you know you have big data
when you possess diverse datasets from multiple sources that are too
large to cost-effectively manage and analyze within a reasonable
timeframe when using your traditional IT infrastructures. This data
can include structured data as found in relational databases as well
as unstructured data such as documents, audio, and video.
IDG estimates that big data will drive the transformation of IT
through 2025. Key decision-makers at enterprises understand this.
Eighty percent of enterprises have initiated big data–driven projects
as top strategic priorities. And these projects are happening across
virtually all industries. Table 1-1 lists just a few examples.
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Table 1-1. Transforming business processes across industries
Industry
Automotive
Financial services
Manufacturing
Healthcare
Oil and gas
Retail

Big data use cases
Auto sensors reporting vehicle location problems
Risk, fraud detection, portfolio analysis, new product development
Quality assurance, warranty analyses
Patient sensors, monitoring, electronic health records, quality of care
Drilling exploration sensor analyses
Consumer sentiment analyses, optimized marketing, personalized targeting,
market basket analysis, intelligent forecasting, inventory management
Utilities
Smart meter analyses for network capacity, smart grid
Law enforcement Threat analysis, social media monitoring, photo analysis, traffic optimization
Advertising
Customer targeting, location-based advertising, personalized retargeting, churn
detection/prevention

A Crowded Marketplace for Big Data
Analytical Databases
Given all of the interest in big data, it’s no surprise that many
technology vendors have jumped into the market, each with a solu‐
tion that purportedly will help you reap value from your big data.
Most of these products solve a piece of the big data puzzle. But—it’s
very important to note—no one has the whole picture. It’s essential
to have the right tool for the job. Gartner calls this “best-fit engi‐
neering.”
This is especially true when it comes to databases. Databases form
the heart of big data. They’ve been around for a half century. But
they have evolved almost beyond recognition during that time.
Today’s databases for big data analytics are completely different ani‐
mals than the mainframe databases from the 1960s and 1970s,
although SQL has been a constant for the last 20 to 30 years.
There have been four primary waves in this database evolution.
Mainframe databases
The first databases were fairly simple and used by government,
financial services, and telecommunications organizations to
process what (at the time) they thought were large volumes of
transactions. But, there was no attempt to optimize either
putting the data into the databases or getting it out again. And
they were expensive—not every business could afford one.
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Online transactional processing (OLTP) databases
The birth of the relational database using the client/server
model finally brought affordable computing to all businesses.
These databases became even more widely accessible through
the Internet in the form of dynamic web applications and cus‐
tomer relationship management (CRM), enterprise resource
management (ERP), and ecommerce systems.
Data warehouses
The next wave enabled businesses to combine transactional data
—for example, from human resources, sales, and finance—
together with operational software to gain analytical insight into
their customers, employees, and operations. Several database
vendors seized leadership roles during this time. Some were
new and some were extensions of traditional OLTP databases.
In addition, an entire industry that brought forth business intel‐
ligence (BI) as well as extract, transform, and load (ETL) tools
was born.
Big data analytics platforms
During the fourth wave, leading businesses began recognizing
that data is their most important asset. But handling the vol‐
ume, variety, and velocity of big data far outstripped the capa‐
bilities of traditional data warehouses. In particular, previous
waves of databases had focused on optimizing how to get data
into the databases. These new databases were centered on get‐
ting actionable insight out of them. The result: today’s analytical
databases can analyze massive volumes of data, both structured
and unstructured, at unprecedented speeds. Users can easily
query the data, extract reports, and otherwise access the data to
make better business decisions much faster than was possible
previously. (Think hours instead of days and seconds/minutes
instead of hours.)
One example of an analytical database—the one we’ll explore in this
document—is Vertica from Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE).
Vertica is a massively parallel processing (MPP) database, which
means it spreads the data across a cluster of servers, making it possi‐
ble for systems to share the query-processing workload. Created by
legendary database guru and Turing award winner Michael Stone‐
braker, and then acquired by HP, the Vertica Analytics Platform was
purpose-built from its very first line of code to optimize big-data
analytics.
A Crowded Marketplace for Big Data Analytical Databases
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Three things in particular set Vertica apart, according to Colin Mah‐
ony, senior vice president and general manager for HPE Software
Big Data:
• Its creators saw how rapidly the volume of data was growing,
and designed a system capable of scaling to handle it from the
ground up.
• They also understood all the different analytical workloads that
businesses would want to run against their data.
• They realized that getting superb performance from the data‐
base in a cost-effective way was a top priority for businesses.

Yes, You Need Another Database: Finding the
Right Tool for the Job
According to Gartner, data volumes are growing 30 percent to 40
percent annually, whereas IT budgets are only increasing by 4 per‐
cent. Businesses have more data to deal with than they have money.
They probably have a traditional data warehouse, but the sheer size
of the data coming in is overwhelming it. They can go the data lake
route, and set it up on Hadoop, which will save money while captur‐
ing all the data coming in, but it won’t help them much with the
analytics that started off the entire cycle. This is why these busi‐
nesses are turning to analytical databases.
Analytical databases typically sit next to the system of record—
whether that’s Hadoop, Oracle, or Microsoft—to perform speedy
analytics of big data.
In short: people assume a database is a database, but that’s not true.
Here’s a metaphor created by Steve Sarsfield, a product-marketing
manager at HPE, to articulate the situation (illustrated in
Figure 1-1):
If you say “I need a hammer,” the correct tool you need is deter‐
mined by what you’re going to do with it.

4
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Figure 1-1. Different hammers are good for different things
The same scenario is true for databases. Depending on what you
want to do, you would choose a different database, whether an MPP
analytical database like Vertica, an XML database, or a NoSQL data‐
base—you must choose the right tool for the job you need to do.
You should choose based upon three factors: structure, size, and
analytics. Let’s look a little more closely at each:
Structure
Does your data fit into a nice, clean data model? Or will the
schema lack clarity or be dynamic? In other words, do you need
a database capable of handling both structured and unstruc‐
tured data?
Size

Is your data “big data” or does it have the potential to grow into
big data? If your answer is “yes,” you need an analytics database
that can scale appropriately.

Analytics
What questions do you want to ask of the data? Short-running
queries or deeper, longer-running or predictive queries?
Of course, you have other considerations, such as the total cost of
ownership (TCO) based upon the cost per terabyte, your staff ’s
familiarity with the database technology, and the openness and
community of the database in question.
Still, though, the three main considerations remain structure, size,
and analytics. Vertica’s sweet spot, for example, is performing long,
deep queries of structured data at rest that have fixed schemas. But
even then there are ways to stretch the spectrum of what Vertica can

Yes, You Need Another Database: Finding the Right Tool for the Job
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do by using technologies such as Kafka and Flex Tables, as demon‐
strated in Figure 1-2.

Figure 1-2. Stretching the spectrum of what Vertica can do
In the end, the factors that drive your database decision are the same
forces that drive IT decisions in general. You want to:
Increase revenues
You do this by investing in big-data analytics solutions that
allow you to reach more customers, develop new product offer‐
ings, focus on customer satisfaction, and understand your cus‐
tomers’ buying patterns.
Enhance efficiency
You need to choose big data analytics solutions that reduce
software-licensing costs, enable you to perform processes more
efficiently, take advantage of new data sources effectively, and
accelerate the speed at which that information is turned into
knowledge.
Improve compliance
Finally, your analytics database must help you to comply with
local, state, federal, and industry regulations and ensure that
your reporting passes the robust tests that regulatory mandates
place on it. Plus, your database must be secure to protect the
privacy of the information it contains, so that it’s not stolen or
exposed to the world.

6
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Sorting Through the Hype
There’s so much hype about big data that it can be difficult to know
what to believe. We maintain that one size doesn’t fit all when it
comes to big-data analytical databases. The top-performing organi‐
zations are those that have figured out how to optimize each part of
their data pipelines and workloads with the right technologies.
The job of vendors in this market: to keep up with standards so that
businesses don’t need to rip and replace their data schemas, queries,
or frontend tools as their needs evolve.
In this document, we show the real-world ways that leading busi‐
nesses are using Vertica in combination with other best-in-class bigdata solutions to solve real business challenges.

Sorting Through the Hype
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CHAPTER 2

Where Do You Start? Follow the
Example of This Data-Storage
Company

So, you’re intrigued by big data. You even think you’ve identified a
real business need for a big-data project. How do you articulate and
justify the need to fund the initiative?
When selling big data to your company, you need to know your
audience. Big data can deliver massive benefits to the business, but
you must know your audience’s interests.
For example, you might know that big data gets you the following:
• 360-degree customer view (improving customer “stickiness”)
via cloud services
• Rapid iteration (improving product innovation) via engineering
informatics
• Force multipliers (reducing support costs) via support automa‐
tion
But if others within the business don’t realize what these benefits
mean to them, that’s when you need to begin evangelizing:
• Envision the big-picture business value you could be getting
from big data

9

• Communicate that vision to the business and then explain
what’s required from them to make it succeed
• Think in terms of revenues, costs, competitiveness, and sticki‐
ness, among other benefits
Table 2-1 shows what the various stakeholders you need to convince
want to hear.
Table 2-1. Know your audience
Analysts want:

Business owners
want:
SQL and ODBC
New revenue
streams
ACID for consistency
Sheer speed for
critical answers
The ability to integrate Increased
big-data solutions into operational
current BI and reporting efficiency
tools

IT professionals want:

Data scientists want:

Lower TCO from a
reduced footprint
MPP shared-nothing
architecture
Lower TCO from a
reduced footprint

Sheer speed for large
queries
R for in-database
analytics
Tools to creatively
explore the big data

Aligning Technologists and Business
Stakeholders
Larry Lancaster, a former chief data scientist at a company offering
hardware and software solutions for data storage and backup, thinks
that getting business strategists in line with what technologists know
is right is a universal challenge in IT. “Tech people talk in a language
that the business people don’t understand,” says Lancaster. “You
need someone to bridge the gap. Someone who understands from
both sides what’s needed, and what will eventually be delivered,”
he says.
The best way to win the hearts and minds of business stakeholders:
show them what’s possible. “The answer is to find a problem, and
make an example of fixing it,” says Lancaster.
The good news is that today’s business executives are well aware of
the power of data. But the bad news is that there’s been a certain
amount of disappointment in the marketplace. “We hear stories
about companies that threw millions into Hadoop, but got nothing
out of it,” laments Lancaster. These disappointments make execu‐
tives reticent to invest large sums.
10
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Lancaster’s advice is to pick one of two strategies: either start small
and slowly build success over time, or make an outrageous claim to
get people’s attention. Here’s his advice on the gradual tactic:
The first approach is to find one use case, and work it up yourself,
in a day or two. Don’t bother with complicated technology; use
Excel. When you get results, work to gain visibility. Talk to people
above you. Tell them you were able to analyze this data and that
Bob in marketing got an extra 5 percent response rate, or that your
support team closed cases 10 times faster.

Typically, all it takes is one or two persons to do what Lancaster calls
“a little big-data magic” to convince people of the value of the tech‐
nology.
The other approach is to pick something that is incredibly aggres‐
sive, and you make an outrageous statement. Says Lancaster:
Intrigue people. Bring out amazing facts of what other people are
doing with data, and persuade the powers that be that you can do
it, too.

Achieving the “Outrageous” with Big Data
Lancaster knows about taking the second route. As chief data scien‐
tist, he built an analytics environment from the ground up that com‐
pletely eliminated Level 1 and Level 2 support tickets.
Imagine telling a business that it could almost completely make rou‐
tine support calls disappear. No one would pass up that opportunity.
“You absolutely have their attention,” said Lancaster.
This company offered businesses a unique storage value proposition
in what it calls predictive flash storage. Rather than forcing busi‐
nesses to choose between hard drives (cheap but slow) and solid
state drives, (SSDs—fast but expensive) for storage, they offered the
best of both worlds. By using predictive analytics, they built systems
that were very smart about what data went onto the different types
of storage. For example, data that businesses were going to read ran‐
domly went onto the SSDs. Data for sequential reads—or perhaps
no reads at all—were put on the hard drives.
How did they accomplish all this? By collecting massive amounts of
data from all the devices in the field through telemetry, and sending
it back to its analytics database, Vertica, for analysis.

Achieving the “Outrageous” with Big Data
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Lancaster said it would be very difficult—if not impossible—to size
deployments or use the correct algorithms to make predictive stor‐
age products work without a tight feedback loop to engineering.
We delivered a successful product only because we collected
enough information, which went straight to the engineers, who
kept iterating and optimizing the product. No other storage vendor
understands workloads better than us. They just don’t have the tele‐
metry out there.

And the data generated by the telemetry was huge. The company
were taking in 10,000 to 100,000 data points per minute from each
array in the field. And when you have that much data and begin
running analytics on it, you realize you could do a lot more, accord‐
ing to Lancaster.
We wanted to increase how much it was paying off for us, but we
needed to do bigger queries faster. We had a team of data scientists
and didn’t want them twiddling their thumbs. That’s what brought
us to Vertica.

Without Vertica helping to analyze the telemetry data, they would
have had a traditional support team, opening cases on problems in
the field, and escalating harder issues to engineers, who would then
need to simulate processes in the lab.
“We’re talking about a very labor-intensive, slow process,” said Lan‐
caster, who believes that the entire company has a better under‐
standing of the way storage works in the real world than any other
storage vendor—simply because it has the data.
As a result of the Vertica deployment, this business opens and closes
80 percent of its support cases automatically. Ninety percent are
automatically opened. There’s no need to call customers up and ask
them to gather data or send log posts. Cases that would ordinarily
take days to resolve get closed in an hour.
They also use Vertica to audit all of the storage that its customers
have deployed to understand how much of it is protected. “We know
with local snapshots, how much of it is replicated for disaster recov‐
ery, how much incremental space is required to increase retention
time, and so on,” said Lancaster. This allows them to go to custom‐
ers with proactive service recommendations for protecting their
data in the most cost-effective manner.

12
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Monetizing Big Data
Lancaster believes that any company could find aspects of support,
marketing, or product engineering that could improve by at least
two orders of magnitude in terms of efficiency, cost, and perfor‐
mance if it utilized data as much as his organization did.
More than that, businesses should be figuring out ways to monetize
the data.
For example, Lancaster’s company built a professional services offer‐
ing that included dedicating an engineer to a customer account, not
just for the storage but also for the host side of the environment, to
optimize reliability and performance. This offering was fairly expen‐
sive for customers to purchase. In the end, because of analyses per‐
formed in Vertica, the organization was able to automate nearly all
of the service’s function. Yet customers were still willing to pay top
dollar for it. Says Lancaster:
Enterprises would all sign up for it, so we were able to add 10 per‐
cent to our revenues simply by better leveraging the data we were
already collecting. Anyone could take their data and discover a sim‐
ilar revenue windfall.

Already, in most industries, there are wars as businesses race for a
competitive edge based on data.
For example, look at Tesla, which brings back telemetry from every
car it sells, every second, and is constantly working on optimizing
designs based on what customers are actually doing with their vehi‐
cles. “That’s the way to do it,” says Lancaster.

Why Vertica?
Lancaster said he first “fell in love with Vertica” because of the per‐
formance benefits it offered.
When you start thinking about collecting as many different data
points as we like to collect, you have to recognize that you’re going
to end up with a couple choices on a row store. Either you’re
going to have very narrow tables—and a lot of them—or else you’re
going to be wasting a lot of I/O overhead retrieving entire rows
where you just need a couple of fields.

But as he began to use Vertica more and more, he realized that the
performance benefits achievable were another order of magnitude

Monetizing Big Data
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beyond what you would expect with just the column-store effi‐
ciency.
It’s because Vertica allows you to do some very efficient types of
encoding on your data. So all of the low cardinality columns that
would have been wasting space in a row store end up taking almost
no space at all.

According to Lancaster, Vertica is the data warehouse the market
needed for 20 years, but didn’t have. “Aggressive encoding coming
together with late materialization in a column store, I have to say,
was a pivotal technological accomplishment that’s changed the data‐
base landscape dramatically,” he says.
On smaller Vertica queries, his team of data scientists were only
experiencing subsecond latencies. On the large ones, it was getting
sub-10-second latencies.
It’s absolutely amazing. It’s game changing. People can sit at their
desktops now, manipulate data, come up with new ideas and iterate
without having to run a batch and go home. It’s a dramatic increase
in productivity.

What else did they do with the data? Says Lancaster, “It was more
like, ‘what didn’t we do with the data?’ By the time we hired BI peo‐
ple everything we wanted was uploaded into Vertica, not just tele‐
metry, but also Salesforce, and a lot of other business systems, and
we had this data warehouse dream in place,” he says.

Choosing the Right Analytical Database
As you do your research, you’ll find that big data platforms are often
suited for special purposes. But you want a general solution with lots
of features, such as the following:
• Clickstream
• Sentiment
• R
• ODBC
• SQL
• ACID
• Speed

14
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• Compression
• In-database analytics
And you want it to support lots of use cases:
• Data science
• BI
• Tools
• Cloud services
• Informatics
But general solutions are difficult to find, because they’re difficult to
build. But there’s one sure-fire way to solve big-data problems: make
the data smaller.
Even before being acquired by what was at that point HP, Vertica
was the biggest big data pure-play analytical database. A feature-rich
general solution, it had everything that Lancaster’s organization
needed:
• Scale-out MPP architecture
• SQL database with ACID compliance
• R-integrated window functions, distributed R
Vertica’s performance-first design makes big data smaller in motion
with the following design features:
• Column-store
• Late materialization
• Segmentation for data-local computation, à la MapReduce
Extensive encoding capabilities also make big data smaller on disk.
In the case of the time-series data this storage company was produc‐
ing, the storage footprint was reduced by approximately 25 times
versus ingest; approximately 17 times due to Vertica encoding; and
approximately 1.5 times due to its own in-line compression, accord‐
ing to an IDC ROI analysis.
Even when it didn’t use in-line compression, the company still
achieved approximately 25 times reduction in storage footprint with
Vertica post compression. This resulted in radically lower TCO for
Choosing the Right Analytical Database
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the same performance and significantly better performance for the
same TCO.

Look for the Hot Buttons
So, how do you get your company started on a big-data project?
“Just find a problem your business is having,” advised Lancaster.
“Look for a hot button. And instead of hiring a new executive to
solve that problem, hire a data scientist.”
Say your product is falling behind in the market—that means your
feedback to engineering or product development isn’t fast enough.
And if you’re bleeding too much in support, that’s because you don’t
have sufficient information about what’s happening in the field.
“Bring in a data scientist,” advises Lancaster. “Solve the problem
with data.”
Of course, showing an initial ROI is essential—as is having a vision,
and a champion. “You have to demonstrate value,” says Lancaster.
“Once you do that, things will grow from there.”

16
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CHAPTER 3

The Center of Excellence
Model: Advice from Criteo

You have probably been reading and hearing about Centers of
Excellence. But what are they?
A Center of Excellence (CoE) provides a central source of standar‐
dized products, expertise, and best practices for a particular func‐
tional area. It can also provide a business with visibility into quality
and performance parameters of the delivered product, service, or
process. This helps to keep everyone informed and aligned with
long-term business objectives.
Could you benefit from a big-data CoE? Criteo has, and it has some
advice for those who would like to create one for their business.
According to Justin Coffey, a senior staff development lead at the
performance marketing technology company, whether you formally
call it a CoE or not, your big-data analytics initiatives should be led
by a team that promotes collaboration with and between users and
technologists throughout your organization. This team should also
identify and spread best practices around big-data analytics to drive
business- or customer-valued results. HPE uses the term “data
democratization” to describe organizations that increase access to
data from a variety of internal groups in this way.

17

That being said, even though the model tends to be variable across
companies, the work of the CoE tends to be quite similar, including
(but not limited to) the following:
• Defining a common set of best practices and work standards
around big data
• Assessing (or helping others to assess) whether they are utiliz‐
ing big data and analytics to best advantage, using the afore‐
mentioned best practices
• Providing guidance and support to assist engineers, program‐
mers, end users, and data scientists, and other stakeholders to
implement these best practices
Coffey is fond of introducing Criteo as “the largest tech company
you’ve never heard of.” The business drives conversions for advertis‐
ers across multiple online channels: mobile, banner ads, and email.
Criteo pays for the display ads, charges for traffic to its advertisers,
and optimizes for conversions. Based in Paris, it has 2,200 employ‐
ees in more than 30 offices worldwide, with more than 400 engi‐
neers and more than 100 data analysts.
Criteo enables ecommerce companies to effectively engage and con‐
vert their customers by using large volumes of granular data. It has
established one of the biggest European R&D centers dedicated to
performance marketing technology in Paris and an international
R&D hub in Palo Alto. By choosing Vertica, Criteo gets deep
insights across tremendous data loads, enabling it to optimize the
performance of its display ads delivered in real-time for each indi‐
vidual consumer across mobile, apps, and desktop.
The breadth and scale of Criteo’s analytics stack is breathtaking.
Fifty billion total events are logged per day. Three billion banners
are served per day. More than one billion unique users per month
visit its advertisers’ websites. Its Hadoop cluster ingests more than
25 TB a day. The system makes 15 million predictions per second
out of seven datacenters running more than 15,000 servers, with
more than five petabytes under management.

18
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Overall, however, it’s a fairly simple stack, as Figure 3-1 illustrates.
Criteo decided to use:
• Hadoop to store raw data
• HPE Vertica database for data warehousing
• Tableau as the frontend data analysis and reporting tool
With a thousand users (up to 300 simultaneously during peak peri‐
ods), the right setup and optimization of the Tableau server was crit‐
ical to ensure the best possible performance.

Figure 3-1. The performance marketing technology company’s big-data
analytics stack
Criteo started by using Hadoop for internal analytics, but soon
found that its users were unhappy with query performance, and
that direct reporting on top of Hadoop was unrealistic. “We have
petabytes available for querying and add 20 TB to it every day,” says
Coffey.
Using a Hadoop framework as calculation engine and HPE Vertica
to analyze structured and unstructured data, Criteo generates intelli‐
gence and profit from big data. The company has experienced
double-digit growth since its inception, and Vertica allows it to keep
up with the ever-growing volume of data. Criteo uses Vertica to dis‐
tribute and order data to optimize for specific query scenarios. Its
Vertica cluster is 75 TB on 50 CPU heavy nodes and growing.

The Center of Excellence Model: Advice from Criteo
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Observed Coffey, “Vertica can do many things, but is best at acceler‐
ating ad hoc queries.” He made a decision to load the businesscritical subset of the firm’s Hive data warehouse into Vertica, and to
not allow data to be built or loaded from anywhere else.
The result: with a modicum of tuning, and nearly no day-to-day
maintenance, analytic query throughput skyrocketed. Criteo loads
about 2 TB of data per day into Vertica. It arrives mostly in daily
batches and takes about an hour to load via Hadoop streaming jobs
that use the Vertica command-line tool (vsql) to bulk insert.
Here are the recommended best practices from Criteo:
Without question, the most important thing is to simplify
For example: sole-sourcing data for Vertica from Hadoop pro‐
vides an implicit backup. It also allows for easy replication to
multiple clusters. Because you can’t be an expert in everything,
focus is key. Plus, it’s easier to train colleagues to contribute to a
simple architecture.
Optimizations tend to make systems complex
If your system is already distributed (for example, in Hadoop,
Vertica), scale out (or perhaps up) until that no longer works. In
Coffey’s opinion, it’s okay to waste some CPU cycles. “Hadoop
was practically designed for it,” states Coffey. “Vertica lets us do
things we were otherwise incapable of doing and with very little
DBA overhead—we actually don’t have a Vertica database
administrator—and our users consistently tell us it’s their favor‐
ite tool we provide.”
Coffey estimates that thanks to its flexible projections, performance
with Vertica can be orders of magnitude better than Hadoop solu‐
tions with very little effort.

Keeping the Business on the Right Big-Data
Path
Although Criteo doesn’t formally call it a “Center of Excellence,” it
does have a central team dedicated to making sure that all activities
around big-data analytics follow best practices. Says Coffey:
It fits the definition of a Center of Excellence because we have a mix
of professionals who understand how databases work at the inner‐
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most level, and also how people are using the data in their business
roles within the company.

The goal of the team: to respond quickly to business needs within
the technical constraints of the architecture, and to act deliberately
and accordingly to create a tighter feedback loop on how the analyt‐
ics stack is performing.
“We’re always looking for any acts we can take to scale the database
to reach more users and help them improve their queries,” adds Cof‐
fey. “We also troubleshoot other aspects of the big data deployment.”
“For example, we have a current issue with a critical report,” he said,
adding that his team is not responsible for report creation, but
“we’re the people responsible for the data and the systems upon
which the reports are run.”
If the reports are poorly performing, or if the report creators are
selling expectations that are not realistic, that is when his team gets
involved.
“Our team has a bird’s-eye view of all of this, so we look at the endto-end complexity—which obviously includes Vertica and our
reporting server—to optimize them and make it more reliable, to
ensue that executives’ expectations are met,” states Coffey, who adds
that sometimes less-than-intelligent requests are made of analysts by
internal business “clients.”
We look at such requests, say, ‘no, that’s not really a good idea, even
if your client wants it,’ and provide cover fire for refusing clients’
demands. In that way, we get directly involved in the optimization
of the whole pipeline.

In essence, the team does two things that any CoE would do: it gets
involved in critical cases, and it proactively trains users to be better
users of the resources at hand.
The team also organizes a production-training program that pro‐
vides a comprehensive overview of how best to use the analytics
stack effectively.
Who attends? Operating systems analytics, research and develop‐
ment (R&D) professionals, and other technical users. There are also
various levels of SQL training classes that are available for interested
users to attend if they want to attempt to learn SQL so that they can
perform queries on Vertica.

Keeping the Business on the Right Big-Data Path
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The Risks of Not Having a CoE
“You risk falling into old patterns,” says Coffey. “Rather than taking
ownership of problems, your team can get impatient with analysts
and users.” This is when database administrators (DBAs) get reputa‐
tions for being cranky curmudgeons.
Some companies attempt to control their big data initiatives in a
distributed manner. “But if you don’t have a central team, you run
into the same issues over and over again, with repetitive results and
costs—both operational and technical,” says Coffey.
In effect, you’re getting back into the old-fashioned silos, limiting
knowledge sharing and shutting things down rather than progress‐
ing,” he warns. “You have the equivalent of an open bar where any‐
one can do whatever they want.”

The Best Candidates for a Big Data CoE
The last thing you want is an old-school DBA who simply complains
about the analysts and users, and would “get into fights that would
last until they escalated to the director’s level,” says Coffey. “A CoE
serves to avoid those situations.”
So, who do you want on your CoE team? Coffey says you want peo‐
ple with the right mix of technical and people skills. “What we look
for are engineers interested in seeing things work in action, and
making users happy,” he says.
It’s an operational client-facing role; thus you look for people who
enjoy providing value by quickly analyzing why something is or isn’t
working.
“If you find someone like that, hire them immediately,” says Coffey.
A slightly different kind of CoE candidate would be an analyst who
shows a little more technical acumen along with people skills.
“Members of the Center of Excellence have to be really smart and
really good at what they do, because they have really broad author‐
ity,” adds Coffey.
Building a big-data CoE is an easily achievable goal. You can begin
on a small scale by taking advantage of existing resources and
expanding its capabilities as the value is proven.
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CHAPTER 4

Is Hadoop a Panacea for All Things
Big Data? YP Says No
SM

You can’t talk about big data without hearing about Hadoop. But it’s
not necessarily for everyone. Businesses need to ensure that it fits
their needs—or can be supplemented with other technologies—
before committing to it.
Just in case you’ve missed the hype—and there’s been a lot of it—
Hadoop is a free, Java-based programming framework that supports
the processing of large datasets in a distributed computing environ‐
ment. It is part of the Apache project sponsored by the Apache Soft‐
ware Foundation. For many people, Hadoop is synonymous with big
data. But it’s not for every big-data project.
For example, Hadoop is an extremely cost-effective way to store and
process large volumes of structured or unstructured data. It’s also
designed to optimize batch jobs. But fast it is not. Some industry
observers have compared it to sending a letter and waiting for a
response by using the United States Postal Service—more affection‐
ately known as “snail mail”—as opposed to texting someone in real
time. When time isn’t a constraint, Hadoop can be a boon. But for
more urgent tasks, it’s not a big-data panacea.
It’s definitely not a replacement for your legacy data warehouse,
despite the tempting low cost. That’s because most relational data‐
bases are optimized to ingest and process data that comes in over
time—say, transactions from an order-entry system. But Hadoop
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was specifically engineered to process huge amounts of data that it
ingests in batch mode.
Then there’s Hadoop’s complexity. You need specialized data scien‐
tists and programmers to make Hadoop an integral part of your
business. Not only are these skills difficult to find in today’s market,
they’re expensive, too—so much so that the cost of running Hadoop
could add up to a lot more than you would think at first glance.
However, Hadoop is excellent to use as an extract, transform, and
load (ETL) platform. Using it as a staging area and data integration
vehicle, then feeding selected data into an analytical database like
Vertica makes perfect sense.
Businesses need to ignore the hype, look at their needs, and figure
out for themselves if and where Hadoop fits into their big data ini‐
tiatives. It’s an important and powerful technology that can make a
difference between big data success and failure. But keep in mind
that it’s still a work in progress, according to Bill Theisinger, vice
president of engineering for platform data services at YPSM, formerly
known as YellowPages.com.
YP focuses on helping small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs)
understand their customers better so that they can optimize market‐
ing and ad campaigns. To achieve this, YP has developed a massive
enterprise data lake using Hadoop with near-real-time reporting
capabilities that pulls oceans of data and information from across
new and legacy sources. Using powerful reporting and precise met‐
rics from its data warehouse, YP helps its nearly half a million pay‐
ing SMB advertisers deliver the best ad campaigns and continue to
optimize their marketing.1
YP’s solutions can reach nearly 95% of U.S. Internet users, based on
the use of YP distribution channels and the YP Local Ad Network
(according to comScore Media Metrix Audience Duplication
Report, November 2015).

1 YP follows industry-standard privacy practices in its use of targeted advertising by tak‐

ing responsible measures to secure any information collected through its sites about YP
consumers, while still providing them with products, services and communications rel‐
evant to their interests. YP’s privacy policy and practices are TRUSTe certified, and YP
consumers are able to opt out of mobile location data collection at the device level and
manage the use of their information by opting out of retargeted advertising.
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Hadoop is necessary to do this because of the sheer volume of data,
according to Theisinger. “We need to be able to capture how con‐
sumers interact with our customers, and that includes wherever they
interact and whatever they interact with—whether it’s a mobile
device or desktop device,” he says.

YP Transforms Itself Through Big Data
YP saw the writing on the wall years ago. Its traditional print busi‐
ness was in decline, so it began moving local business information
online and transforming itself into a digital marketing business. YP
began investigating what the system requirements would be to pro‐
vide value to advertisers. The company realized it needed to under‐
stand where consumers were looking online, what ads they were
viewing when they searched, what they clicked on, and even which
businesses they ended up calling or visiting—whether online or
in person.
Not having the infrastructure in place to do all this, YP had to rein‐
vent its IT environment. It needed to capture billions of clicks and
impressions and searches every day. The environment also had to be
scalable. “If we added a new partner, if we expanded the YP net‐
work, if we added hundreds, thousands, or tens of thousands of new
advertisers and consumers, we needed the infrastructure to be able
to help us do that,” said Theisinger.
When Theisinger joined YP, Hadoop was at the very height of its
hype cycle. But although it had been proven to help businesses that
had large amounts of unstructured data, that wasn’t necessarily help‐
ful to YP. The firm needed that data to be structured at some point
in the data pipeline so that it could be reported on—both to adver‐
tisers, partners, and internally.
YP did what a lot of companies do: it combined Hadoop with an
analytical database—it had chosen HPE Vertica—so that it could
move large volumes of unstructured data in Hadoop into structured
environment and run queries and reports rapidly.
Today, YP runs approximately 10,000 jobs daily, both to process data
and also for analytics. “That data represents about five to six peta‐
bytes of data that we’ve been able to capture about consumers, their
behaviors, and activities,” says Theisinger. That data is first ingested
into Hadoop. It is then passed along to Vertica, and structured in
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a way that analysts, product owners, and even other systems can
retrieve it, pull and analyze the metrics, and report on them to
advertisers.
YP also uses the Hadoop-Vertica combination to optimize internal
operations. “We’ve been able to provide various teams internally—
sales, marketing, and finance, for example—with insights into who’s
clicking on various business listings, what types of users are viewing
various businesses, who’s calling businesses, what their segmentation
is, and what their demographics look like,” said Theisinger. “This
gives us a lot of insight.” Most of that work is done with Vertica.
YP’s customers want to see data in as near to real time as possible.
“Small businesses rely on contact from customers. When a potential
customer calls a small business and that small business isn’t able to
actually get to the call or respond to that customer—perhaps they’re
busy with another customer—it’s important for them to know that
that call happened and to reach back out to the consumer,” says
Theisinger. “To be able to do that as quickly as possible is a hardand-fast requirement.”
Which brings us back to the original question asked at the begin‐
ning of the chapter: Is Hadoop a panacea for big data? Theisinger
says no.
“Hadoop is definitely central to our data processing environment. At
one point, Hadoop was sufficient in terms of speed, but not today,”
said Theisinger. “It’s becoming antiquated. And we haven’t seen tre‐
mendous advancements in the core technologies for analyzing data
outside of the new tools that can extend its capabilities—for exam‐
ple, Spark—which are making alternative architectures like Spark
leveraging Kafka real alternatives.”
Additionally, YP has a lot more users who were familiar with SQL as
the standard retrieval language and didn’t have the backgrounds to
write their own scripts or interact with technologies like Hive or
Spark.
And it was absolutely necessary to pair Hadoop with the Vertica
MPP analytics database, Theisinger says.
“Depending on the volume of the data, we can get results 10 times
faster by pushing the data into Vertica,” Theisinger says. “We also
saw significant improvements when looking at SQL on Hadoop—
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their product that runs on HDFS, it was an order of magnitude
faster than Hive.”
Another reason for the Vertica solution: YP had to analyze an
extremely high volume of transactions over a short period of time.
The data was not batch-oriented, and to attempt to analyze it in
Hive would have taken 10, 20, 30 minutes—or perhaps even hours—
to accomplish.
“We can do it in a much shorter time in Vertica,” says Theisinger,
who said that Vertica is “magnitudes faster.”
Hadoop solves many problems, but for analytics it is primarily an
ETL tool suited to batch modes, agrees Justin Coffey, a senior staff
development lead at Criteo, a performance marketing technology
company based in Paris, which also uses Hadoop and Vertica.
“Hadoop is a complicated technology,” he says. “It requires expertise.
If you have that expertise, it makes your life a lot easier for dealing
with the velocity, variety, and volume of data.”
However, Hadoop is not a panacea for big data. “Hadoop is struc‐
tured for schema on read. To get the intelligence out of Hadoop, you
need an MPP database like Vertica,” points out Coffey.
Larry Lancaster, whose take on kicking off a big-data project we
explored in Chapter 2, takes this attitude even further. “I can’t think
of any problems where you would prefer to use Hadoop versus Ver‐
tica aside from raw file storage,” he says. “With Vertica, you get
answers much faster, you take up much less space on your hardware,
and it’s incredibly cost effective. And for performance, you’re talking
four to five orders of magnitude improvement.”
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CHAPTER 5

Cerner Scales for Success

When done right, big-data initiatives only grow bigger. It’s almost
inevitable that one big-data success in your business will lead to
more and more use cases being identified. In short: you need to be
prepared to scale.
Cerner Corporation learned this with its Millennium® platform.
Based in Kansas City, Cerner’s health information technology (HIT)
solutions connect people and systems at more than 20,000 facilities
worldwide. Working together with its clients, Cerner is creating a
future in which the healthcare system works to improve the
wellbeing of both individuals and communities.
Cerner Millennium is the company’s electronic medical records
(EMR) platform. It integrates nearly 60 solutions into a suite focused
on electronic health record and clinical workflows. In most cases,
Cerner provides Cerner Millennium to its customers as a hosted sol‐
ution, running a considerable portion of the platform on HPE
servers and storage.
To ensure Cerner Millennium delivers the rapid response and high
performance its users have come to expect, Cerner has built some
2,000 response-time measurement system (RTMS) timers into
the Cerner Millennium platform. These RTMS timers detect how
long certain functions take. For example, how long does it take for a
doctor to access or add patient information while in Cerner Millen‐
nium? Enter an order for medication? All these things are carefully
tracked.
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With permission from its clients, Cerner collects billions of RTMS
records every month, analyzes them, and uses that information to
measure performance in Cerner Millennium to ensure the optimal
ability of clinicians to provide quality care to patients. The timers
are also used to optimize workflows and prioritize development
investments.
But as more and more healthcare providers around the world used
Cerner Millennium, the company knew it would need to expand its
legacy data warehouse to keep up with demand. But this option was
simply not feasible.
“We weren’t satisfied with the speed of its data analysis capabilities
that enable us to proactively optimize Cerner Millennium timer data
at an optimal rate. There was just too much data to successfully pro‐
cess it as it was generated,” says Dan Woicke, director of enterprise
system management at Cerner. “We had to find another way.”
One problem was that the RTMS data was simply not granular
enough: the limitations of the legacy cluster meant Cerner could
only sample and summarize the data.
For example, if a physician opens PowerChart®—a component of
Cerner Millennium—Cerner records how long that took. But in the
legacy warehouse, it could only summarize its performance records.
For example, it could see that Client A, within the span of one hour,
launched PowerChart 57 times with an average of 2.1 seconds and a
standard deviation of 0.2. The system also calculated some histo‐
grams, but that was all its legacy database was capable of—high-level
aggregations of performance indicators.

A Mammoth Proof of Concept
In 2012, Cerner performed a proof of concept (PoC) to find an ana‐
lytics database that could scale to meet its growing needs.
It invited six MPP database vendors—IBM Netezza, Greenplum,
Teradata, Oracle Exadata, SAP IQ, and Vertica—to run their data‐
bases through two use cases: one for an insert on a database called
Health Facts™, and one involving an RTMS real-time insert of
Cerner Millennium data.
After going through a very lengthy checklist of requirements during
the PoC, Vertica scored the highest of all six of the databases.
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At the top of the checklist was the ability to scale cost effectively as
well as the ability to get a large number of concurrent users onto the
system. “There were a lot of parameters that measured scalability
within our checklist,” states Woicke.
According to Adam Agnew, software architect at Cerner, one of the
reasons that the team was interested particularly in Vertica was that
when doing scale tests during the PoC, the data would frequently be
cached after the first call, so the data would become skewed the
more they ran through the data. “A lot of the databases do this cach‐
ing, so you’d see these big performance penalties on the first queries.
But we needed to run dynamic queries, and get results really fast,”
Agnew says.
So one of the things Cerner looked for across the six databases was
how long the first call took, and on running random queries across
the cluster to get around any caching that the vendors might or
might not have turned on. Vertica passed all the tests.
Even though Cerner chose Vertica for its scalability, and even
though it had estimated quite a lot of data volume growth four years
ago at the time of the PoC, the growth has accelerated beyond
expectations. As Woike states:
At the time we predicted a great deal of growth, and it certainly
wasn’t linear. Even so, we never would have predicted how fast we
would grow. We’re probably at double or triple the data expected.

Cerner started out with a Vertica cluster on blade servers, with
shared storage. Today it has 20 dedicated DL380 servers, and has
just purchased five more. Plan B for later in the year is to rack
another 25 servers in a separate datacenter, for syncing and to have
better disaster recovery capabilities.
Now that Cerner has moved to the Vertica platform, it enters dis‐
crete records into the database. If PowerChart is launched 57 times,
the statistics for all 57 times are put in the database. “We can see
exactly which clinician did which task at which time—and you can
see this is a much better strategy for troubleshooting any problems,”
says Woicke.
You can imagine that when a physician calls his or her help desk
and says, ‘I’m Dr. X, and I’m having performance problems,’ the
last thing we want to do is trouble that physician to repeat the pro‐
cess of opening PowerChart so we could try and troubleshoot the
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problem. We’d look at the timers for the hour in question, but
because we didn’t have discrete records, nothing stood out.

Today, Cerner can go back to the RTMS itself, view that exact trans‐
action in Vertica, and give the doctor a direct answer about the
issue.

Providing Better Patient Outcomes
One of the Vertica clusters runs a solution called HealtheIntent™,
which gives patients the tools to better manage their own health.
That cluster holds personal health information (PHI) and clinical
data.
Woicke is in charge of the other, operational, Vertica cluster, which
measures the different aspects of Cerner Millennium and Cerner
Millennium subcomponents. By performing analytics on that data,
Cerner has an eagle’s-eye view into how its customers’ systems
are performing.
Also running on the Vertica operational cluster in the operation is
something called Health Facts®, which performs predictive analytics
on patient outcomes. It’s in the operational cluster because the
data has been filtered so that it doesn’t have any patient information
or PHI affiliated with it. But its predictive nature allows doctors to
take advantage of the algorithms built into Cerner Millennium
by Health Facts research in order to improve the quality of care of
their patients.
One Health Facts success story has been the Cerner Millennium St.
John Sepsis algorithm. Sepsis is a blood disease that doctors have
only six to eight hours to treat before it turns fatal. By feeding
approximately 30 different patient measurements into Health Facts,
doctors get a coefficient that tells them if they need to begin imme‐
diate treatment for Sepsis. “Lives have been saved through that algo‐
rithm alone,” states Woicke. The creation of the Tetralogy of Fallot
Index—a tool to quantitatively determine survival while congenital
heart disorder patients await surgery—assists the care team to make
clinically appropriate, fair, and equitable decisions for scheduling
patients for surgery. The system can also predict the likelihood of a
child having a severe asthma attack and ending up in the emergency
room within the next six months.
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During the PoC, to test for scalability, Cerner attempted to simulate
what would happen in a typical day of running Cerner Millennium
for all customers around the world. “So we were pounding Vertica
with six to 12 million RTMS transactions per hour while at the same
time doing Health Facts inserts and running queries off the data,”
says Woicke. HPE wrote a script so that Cerner could simulate 200
to 500 concurrent users—the goal was to find the breaking point—
querying RTMS data and Health Facts data simultaneously. As
Woike points out:
One of the reasons we went with Vertica was the number of con‐
current users we could have. Price, concurrency, and speed were
the top considerations, and Vertica did the best on those three.

Cerner plans to allow clients to run reports in real time on a Tableau
cluster fed by Vertica. Initially the Tableau queries will only encom‐
pass the reports that Cerner already publishes. “I’m sure someday
we’ll allow clients to have desktop Tableau licenses and run reports
from scratch. For now, we have about 10 to 12 canned reports that
we’ve created inside and have been available to our associates for a
number of months,” said Woicke.
Cerner is also using Vertica to track operating systems statistics, and
is recording everything about each of the 25,000 nodes in the data‐
center. For example, for every user connected through Citrix,
Cerner Millennium records the CPU per process, the memory per
process, and hundreds of other datasets. On the highest volume day
Cerner has had thus far, 1.3 billion timers were returned to Vertica.

Vertica: Helping to Keep the LightsOn
Then there’s how Vertica has helped with Cerner’s LightsOn Net‐
work®, which Cerner began approximately a decade ago. The idea
behind the web-based LightsOn Network is to allow clients to see
the history of the performance of Cerner Millennium at their sites.
They can see what their usage patterns have been—how physicians
and nurses and clinicians are actually using the system—and how
doctors compare to other doctors in their skill at using the system.
“The idea is to teach people how to use Cerner Millennium better,”
states Woicke. By querying Vertica, Cerner customers can see that it
takes one doctor 14 clicks to write a standing order, whereas it
should take only five. “So we can show the doctor the LightsOn Net‐
work and say, ‘see how you’re always going to so much trouble when
Vertica: Helping to Keep the LightsOn
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prescribing this? Here’s a way to streamline the process so you only
have to click a couple of times and the order is in.’”
Although the LightsOn Network has been doing this for years, it has
only what has happened historically. But by getting a Tableau cluster
up on Vertica, Cerner Millennium will be able to show clients what
they were doing minutes rather than days ago.
The LightsOn Network is a service offered to help clients manage
their Cerner solutions, based on a decision Cerner made years ago
to be very transparent about how well its systems were running at
customer sites. “So we haven’t profited from the LightsOn Network
directly, but as a key differentiator, it has helped us in the market‐
place,” says Woicke.
Cerner Millennium also has a Vertica-based workflow analyzer that
shows what use cases the customers’ clinicians are using and how
many key clicks they’re using for their transactions. In the end,
Vertica is helping Cerner increase the efficiency of the medical
facility so that clinicians can focus on providing the best healthcare
to patients.
The system scales easily in that Cerner can readily insert additional
nodes into the cluster. The data is going to be stored locally, so if
Cerner needs more processing power or more disk space to store
information, it simply expands the cluster. HPE Vertica behind the
scenes will restripe that data accordingly, making sure that new
nodes that come into in the cluster get their fair share of local stor‐
age. “So not only are we getting a scalability factor off the storage,
but we’re also adding the CPU power that can address queries and
insert quicker by having additional cycles to work with,” says
Woicke. Agnew adds that:
This is why the industry is moving toward a distributed computing
platform. If you take that data, and stripe it across a series of
servers, issue a query to an individual server, then a little bit of
work can happen on every server across the cluster. You get
enhanced performance with every node you add to the cluster,
because you’re getting more processing, more memory, more CPU,
and more disk.

The advantages Cerner has realized by moving to Vertica:
• 6,000 percent faster analysis of timers helps Cerner gain insight
into how physicians and others use Cerner Millennium and
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make suggestions about using it more efficiently so that users
become more efficient clinicians
• Rapid analysis of two million alerts daily enables Cerner to
know what will happen, then head off problems before they
occur
“Some Health Facts users would issue a query at 5 p.m. as they
left for the day, hoping they would have a result when they returned
at 8 a.m. the next morning. With HPE Vertica, those query times
are down to two or three minutes,” says Woicke. Here are yet other
benefits:
• Moving from reactive to proactive IT management
• Enhancing clinician workflow efficiency
• Improving patient safety and quality of care
This parallelism across the cluster allows businesses to compute on
each server, and then return the aggregated results faster, instead of
just hitting one server and making it do all of the work. “You see
pretty good performance gains when you balance your data across
your cluster evenly,” adds Agnew.
Looking ahead, Woicke expects the volume of data to double by
2017. “That means we have to double the cluster, so that’s the budget
I’m going to be asking for,” he said.

Crunching the Numbers
Cerner has come a very long way. Before performing its PoC, the
largest Cerner Millennium client added five million transactions per
day into the summarized platform. “Now, some of our largest cus‐
tomers are pumping 30 million transactions a day into Vertica,” says
Agnew. “We’re onboarding more clients, and our clients are growing
individually, so it all adds up.”
Not only is Cerner getting requests for new datasets from custom‐
ers, but those customers are finding the data so useful that they’re
asking for more frequent datasets—once a minute, for example,
instead of every five minutes.

Crunching the Numbers
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According to Woicke, these datasets are almost like breadcrumbs.
Cerner can see what users are doing first, second, and third, and see
what pathways they are taking through the system. Cerner can then
make design decisions to help users get to functions faster.
In the LightsOn Network, for which data is collected on individual
clinicians performing individual tasks, there’s also the opportunity
to rank the efficiency and effectiveness of individual Cerner Millen‐
nium customers. As Woike describes it:
From RTMS data, to key click data, to orders data, to charting data,
not only can we compare physician to physician, but we can com‐
pare customer to customer. For example, we can compare one 500bed hospital running on HPE hardware to another 500-bed
hospital running on HPE hardware, and do a line-by-line compari‐
son based on the number of hospitals in that group.

Vertica is also being used to monitor all the operations in the Cerner
datacenter to measure uptime. Woike continues:
We’re moving from this whole concept of providing transparency
through visualization to actually monitoring uptime in real time.
Using a streams technology so everything we load into Vertica is
going to be in cache memory for at least an hour, and we’re going to
be evaluating things as they enter the system in real time to see if
we are not meeting performance numbers and even to see the nega‐
tive. We might ask, hey—why are we not receiving datasets from a
particular client? So we use it for QA as well. But we’re looking at
quality measures in real time.

In effect, there will be two paths for data. Cerner will continue to
batch data in Vertica for visualization and analytical purposes, and
then there will be a path to evaluate the data in cache memory. “That
will let us measure uptimes up to the minute,” says Woicke, adding,
“Now that we are able to analyze each and every discrete data
record, we can concentrate on the outliers to improve the experience
of each and every clinician on the system.”
Analyses at this level leads to greater efficiencies, which results in
better health outcomes, says Woicke.
Table 5-1 shows how Cerner upgraded its Vertica cluster.
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Table 5-1. Upgrading the cluster
Servers
Logical cores
Memory
Storage

Old blade cluster
30 BL460c blade servers (150 TB cluster)
24
96 GB
5 TB

Current blade cluster
20 DL380p servers (250 TB cluster)
40
256 GB
12 TB

Starting to bump close to 1 billion (970 million) per day for peak
days, RTMS timer metrics are coming in at a rate of 30 billion per
month now, as illustrated in Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1. Nearly 30 billion RTMS timer metrics per day
Cerner is growing the cluster by about 2 TB of compressed data (it
was divided by two because of “buddy projections,” so there is really
4 TB on disk) in primary fact tables per week. This doesn’t include
workflow, but Cerner does have tables in that schema with more
than a trillion records in them. You can see how the work schedules
coordinate with the workweek. Workdays had substantially higher
transactions than weekends, as shown in Figure 5-2.
Total amount of data Cerner is pumping through its platform: more
than five billion records per day—resulting in approximately 1.5 TB
to 2 TB of uncompressed data (see Figure 5-3).
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Figure 5-2. Size of compressed partitions

Figure 5-3. Pumping five billion records through the system
Cerner uses a three-tier architecture, and with Vertica it can look at
performance across the stack. As Agnew points out:
Originally, you could only look at the performance of the database,
or the mid-tier, or maybe Citrix, but now we can join that data
together to see some really neat things about how one tier of our
environment affects other tiers. We can correlate that to RTMS
timers and see there was a problem in a mid tier that put a lock
on the database, but we can get closer to root cause than we could
before.

One thing that Agnew and Woicke have learned: expect to be
surprised by all the use cases for big-data analytics. “You’d think
you’d reach a point where you have collected everything you wanted
to collect,” says Woicke. “But that’s not necessarily true. We have
people coming to us all the time with big-data projects for our Ver‐
tica clusters.”
Cerner has been surprised so often by the volumes of data that a
particular use case can consume that when someone comes to the
big-data analytics team asking them to collect data for the applica‐
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tion, Woicke makes them verify the precise quantity of data required
in the lab built for performance testing. “More times than not, they
severely underestimate their data,” he says. “We’ve been burned
many times by turning a new big-data initiative on, and finding 10
times the amount of data coming back than we had expected. We do
not want to be surprised anymore.”
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CHAPTER 6

Whatever You Do, Don’t Do This,
Warns Etsy

Up to this point, we’ve spent the bulk of this document talking about
—and illustrating—real-world best practices for integrating an ana‐
lytical database like Vertica into your data processing environment.
Now we’re going to take an opposite approach: we’re going to tell
you what not to do—lessons from experts on how to avoid serious
mistakes when implementing a big-data analytics database.

Don’t Forget to Consider Your End User When
Designing Your Analytics System
“That is the most important thing that will drive the tools you
choose,” said Chris Bohn, “CB,” a senior database engineer with Etsy,
a marketplace where millions of people around the world connect,
both online and offline, to make, sell, and buy unique goods. Etsy
was founded in 2005 and is headquartered in Brooklyn, New York.
Etsy uses HPE Vertica to analyze a 130 TB database to discover new
revenue opportunities. To improve performance by an order of
magnitude, Etsy replaced its PostgreSQL system with HPE Vertica to
efficiently and quickly analyze more than 130 TB of data. Bohn says
that the greatest benefits are accessibility and speed, such that use of
the tool has spread to all departments. “Queries that previously took
many days to run now run in minutes,” says Bohn. This has
increased companywide productivity.
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But Etsy considered the end users of the analytics database before
choosing Vertica—and those end users, it turned out, were mainly
analysts.
Analysts and data scientists are very different people, says Bohn.
Data scientists are going to be comfortable working with Hadoop,
MapReduce, Scalding, and even Spark, whereas data analysts live in
an SQL world. “If you put tools in place that they don’t have experi‐
ence with, they won’t use them. It’s that simple,” states Bohn.
Bohn points to companies that built multimillion-dollar analytics
systems using Hadoop, and the analysts refused to use them because
it took so long to get an answer out of the system. Says Bohn:
Even if they use Hive—which is basically SQL on Hadoop—they
have to keep in mind that every Hive query gets translated behind
the scenes into a MapReduce job—creating a very slow response
time. And because analysts use SQL in an iterative way—starting
with one query and expanding it and honing it—they need a quick
turnaround on the results. So this big company had a real problem
because they didn’t choose the right tool.

Don’t Underestimate Demand for Big-Data
Analytics
After Etsy replaced its PostgreSQL business intelligence solution
with Vertica, it was astounded by the volume of demand for access
to it. “Vertica gets results so quickly, everyone was piling on to use
it,” said Bohn.
At first, Etsy had just its analyst team using Vertica, but then engi‐
neers asked to create dashboards, and the security team wanted to
do some fingerprinting. “After that, it seemed like everyone was
jumping on the Vertica bandwagon,” says Bohn. He’d thought he’d
have maybe a dozen Vertica users. He now has more than 200.
“You have to consider that your big data analytics, if done right, is
really going to take off,” stresses Bohn, who added that Etsy was con‐
tinually renewing its Vertica license to buy more capacity. “We
started with five nodes and 10 terabytes, moved to 30 terabytes and
20 nodes, and kept going. Now we’re pushing up against 130 tera‐
bytes and—again—need to add capacity.”
One note: the more concurrent users you have, the more RAM you
need. So be prepared to update your clusters with additional RAM,
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cautions Bohn. “Vertica works best when you can do everything in
memory,” he said.

Don’t Be Naïve About How Fast Big-Data
Grows
It’s easy to underestimate the amount of data you will accumulate as
well as the number of concurrent users. “We are collecting much
more data than we thought,” Bohn pointd out. “We have all our
clickstream data from people interacting with the website, and we’re
partitioning it by day to handle the ever-growing volumes.”
And it’s not just more of the same data, but new types of data that
accumulates. When Etsy started out with its PostgreSQL database a
decade ago, it hit the limits of one machine within a year. So, Etsy
decided to do vertical sharding: for example, it took its forums, and
gave them their own dedicated databases to relieve the pressure on
the main system. That helped for another year. Then Etsy realized it
also had to shard horizontally to handle all the traffic. To perform
analytics, it had to get data from all those shards to a place where it
could all live together and so that users could query across all of
them. All that turned out to be very inefficient.
“In Vertica we marry our production data with our clickstream data
for a complete picture of what’s going on,” says Bohn. The click‐
stream data gives Etsy information about what users are doing on
the site, but Etsy also needed to extract the metadata about those
users that told analysts where the users lived, how successful they
were at selling, whether they purchase a lot themselves—and all that
metadata had to be factored into the clickstream data.
The challenge was that the clickstream data comes from log files,
which are unstructured. Data in the production databases, however,
was structured, and Etsy needed to bring those two together. Every
time it added new features to the site, it had to create new tables in
the production databases, and get it all into Vertica. For example,
two years ago Etsy began offering preprinted shipping labels to users
that became very popular. But that resulted in a huge amount of
additional data for Etsy that had to be brought over to Vertica. Hap‐
pily, Vertica could scale to meet all these demands.

Don’t Be Naïve About How Fast Big-Data Grows
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Don’t Discard Data
Another mistake that some businesses make is not saving all of their
data.
“You never know what might come in handy,” declares Bohn. “Still,
too many organizations throw data out because they don’t think
they’ll get anything out of it.”
But—especially with Hadoop data lakes—it’s quite inexpensive to
store data. “As long as you have a secure way to lock it down, keep
it,” says Bohn. You may later find there’s gold in it.”
Etsy, for example, used traditional database methodologies of dis‐
carding data when a record was updated in its production system.
“We had that problem—our production data was ‘loss-y,’” notes
Bohn. For example, a user would list a product, but then later
change the description of that product. When they did that, the
production database updated the record and discarded the previous
description.
“A lot of analysts would have loved to analyze key words on a
changed description—for example, to see if there were more sales or
conversations because of the changes,” says Bohn. “But because of
the loss-y data, we can’t do that.” Etsy is moving in the direction of
keeping a change log, illustrating how big-data analytics has influ‐
enced the architecture and protocols of how Etsy designs its produc‐
tion systems.

Don’t Get Burdened with Too Much “Technical
Debt”
In a fast-moving technology arena like big-data analytics, it’s easy to
become saddled with a product or solution that turns out to be a
dead end, technically speaking. “I don’t think our analytics stack is
going to be the same in five years,” asserts Bohn. “Keeping that in
mind, we don’t want to get locked into something that doesn’t allow
us to move when we decide the time is right.”
Etsy had a lot of technical debt with its PostgreSQL BI machine,
when it turned out not to be scalable. “We had to pay a price, in real
dollars, to move to Vertica,” Bohn affirms.
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On the other hand, Vertica has a very rich SQL language, which
meant that all the queries Etsy had written over the years for its
PostgreSQL system didn’t need to be rewritten. Indeed, this was one
of the reasons that Etsy chose Vertica: it uses the same SQL parser as
PostgreSQL. “All our queries ran unchanged on Vertica—just a lot
faster,” states Bohn. “So we were able to forgive some of our techni‐
cal debt.”

Don’t Forget to Consider How You’re Going to
Get Data into Your New Database
One of Etsy’s biggest challenges was getting the data into Vertica.
His team ended up building a lot of tools to accomplish this.
“Without a way to get data into a database, that database—even one
as good as Vertica—is like owning a Ferrari with an empty gas tank,”
emphasizes Bohn. His team is especially proud of a tool they cre‐
ated, dubbed Schlep, a Yiddish word meaning, “To carry a heavy
load a long distance.” Schlep was built into Vertica as an SQL func‐
tion, so it was easy for the analysts to use to get the data into Vertica
quickly and easily.
According to Bohn, the lesson is this: your data is your star, and this
drives your purchasing decisions. He adds:
Do you use the cloud or bare iron in a colocation facility? This will
matter, because to get data into the cloud you have to send it over
the internet—which will be not as fast as if your big data analytical
system is located right next to your production system.

The fact that Vertica is flexible enough to run in the cloud, in
Hadoop, and on bare metal was another compelling reason for
his purchase.
Etsy in fact uses Vertica as a frontend to its Hadoop system—a dif‐
ferent approach than most companies. So it wrote Schlep and other
tools to get production data into Vertica. Then, it had to figure out
how to get the production data from Vertica into Hadoop. It simply
uses the Vertica HDFS connector to snapshot data from Vertica and
transfer it over to Hadoop. “We’re still working on the architecture,
and checking out technologies that are coming along,” says Bohn.
He continues:
We believe Kafka, for example, will be around for a while. We’ve
been really hammering it and it’s very reliable. Kafka may be one of
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those technologies that become core to our architecture. But decid‐
ing that is again related to remaining flexible to avoid technical
debt.

“All in all,” says Bohn, “it’s better to be on the leading than the bleed‐
ing edge.” Take ActiveMQ, a querying system that a lot of major
companies bought into last decade—it proved not to live up to its
hype. “Companies that went down that route had to extricate them‐
selves—at considerable cost,” he states.

Don’t Build the Great Wall of China Between
Your Data Engineering Department and the
Rest of the Company
“You can’t put the data engineering people in a far wing of the build‐
ing and isolate them from everyone else,” stresses Bohn. “You need a
lot of cooperation and collaboration between them and the rest of
the organization.”
Bohn knows of one major company that wanted to use big-data ana‐
lytics to evaluate the effectiveness of its products. But the users
couldn’t get the data they wanted out of the system, so they had to
go to the data scientists and ask them to run queries—which the
data scientists didn’t consider to be a “real” aspect of their jobs. As
Bohn recounts:
This company had a big challenge to make getting to the data more
a self-service process, simply because the engineers and data engi‐
neers didn’t talk to each other.

This type of scenario cries out for a chief data officer, to ensure that
the data gets distributed democratically, and that it goes where it is
needed—so people who need it can get it without a hassle.
Data engineering professionals should also make good friends with
operations people because they are the ones who set up the
machines, upgrade the systems, and ensure that everything is work‐
ing as it should.
In short: your data team needs to have well-developed people skills.
“Our data engineering people sit in more meetings than any other
employees, because there are so many stakeholders in data,” says
Bohn. “And we learn from others, too—and learn to anticipate their
needs. It’s a two-way street.”
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Don’t Go Big Before You’ve Tried It Small
Too many companies begin their big-data journeys with big budgets
and excited CEOs, and attempt to tackle everything at once. Then, a
year or 18 months down the road, they have nothing to show for it.
It’s much better to go after a smaller, very specific goal and succeed,
and then slowly build from there. You might have a hypothesis, and
do an exercise to analyze the data to see if the hypothesis holds
water. Even if the data doesn’t lead to what you expected, the exer‐
cise can be considered successful. Do more and more projects using
that methodology, “and you’ll find you’ll never stop—the use cases
will keep coming,” affirms HPE’s Colin Mahony.

Don’t Think Big Data Is Simply a Technical
Shift
It’s really a cultural shift. There are many organizations doing a great
job on data analytics—but not sharing the results widely enough.
All of their work is effectively for naught. Yes, it’s important to
collect, store, and analyze the data. But big data only pays off when
you close the loop by aligning the data with the people who need the
insights.
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